
In many places, now homes are needed, but the only space available for building  them is in the 
countryside .some people believe it is more important to protect the countryside and not build new 
home there. What is your opinion about this?

In some countries, there are many spaces and fields around the big cities that have high potential for 
constructing and allocating accommodation to those who need home. But a large number of citizens 
are disagree about any constructing and they prefer to have perfectly intact region.

Some advocates of urbanization believe that in this era that everything are developing  because of the 
advent of technologies and sciences, all the tools and systems should follow this inevitable trend. For 
example, a large number of field which is exist for agricultural uses should change to other uses such 
as building factory, apartment and many other advances use.

I take the view that  constructing building in countryside may be a enormous help to those who can 
not buy expensive one in cities and this solution will tackle the majority of individuals problems. 
Moreover, the infrastructure of cities do not have capacity to construction anymore. Whilst the 
popularity of some cities such as New York and Toronto are a vast amount of than other cities, the 
majority of people eager to live and business throughout them. Consequently, after a period of time 
immigrants have to accommodate in the countryside because of shortage of spaces. On the other 
hand, there is blurred line between having  ruralization and omitting it from our culture and we have 
to be aware about it. Most of people who live and work in rural area revolutionize their life with this 
way of life for example , buying their local products to people who live in big cities.

By way of conclusion , My position about this issue is more outweigh protecting countryside and I 
believe all culture and level of society should be exist beside each other.     

        


